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law, but with collapse pressures considerably larger than previous estimates based on classical potentials. Furthermore, we show that the effect of chirality on the collapse pressure
is small, and that previous reports of large chiral effects are probably due to the use of too
small unit cells. Our results are in good agreement with available experimental data, and
provide a better understanding of the process of collapse of nanotubes under pressure.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Since the outstanding paper by Iijima et al. [1] in 1991 carbon
nanotubes remain an intense field of research. Their unique
electronic and mechanical properties make them ideal candidates for novel electronics and new superhard materials.
Despite their very high resilience and Young modules, it
was observed that nanotubes can undergo ovalization and
collapse, sometimes even at atmospheric pressure [2,3].
Unfortunately, the impact of these geometrical changes on
the electronic properties is subject to debate [4–6]. Moreover,
the collapse process itself is still not completely understood,
as only indirect observation is reported. It is expected that
the radial collapse pressure of a carbon nanotube is mainly
determined by its diameter [7–12], but other factors, like the
nanotube chirality, the presence of defects or the choice of
the pressure transmitting medium, are also known to be
relevant [13,14].
Experimentally, Raman spectroscopy is the main
technique used to study the collapse of nanotube bundles.
However there is not yet a clear consensus on the best

spectroscopic signature of the collapse. Several footprints
have been proposed: (i) the disappearance of the radial
breathing mode signal, which has been used in literature
either to identify the polygonization [15] or the ovalization
[16] of the cross-section, or directly the tube collapse [17];
(ii) the change of slope [18,16,19], the presence of a plateau
[17], or even the change of sign [20] of the curve representing
the dependence of the G-band frequency with respect to pressure. However, the use of the progressive attenuation of the
Raman modes intensity was questioned, due to the resonant
character of the Raman signal [21], and the modifications of
the resonance conditions induced by pressure [22,23]. Many
factors, in fact, contribute to make the experimental results
difficult to interpret: the inhomogeneity of the geometrical
characteristics of the tubes in the samples, impurities and
defects resulting from the growing processes, or the use of
different pressure transmitting media [24–27], which could
eventually become solid before the observation of the
collapse or even penetrate the tubes if they are open [25]. In
fact, for tubes of similar diameters, the experimental values
of the collapse pressure of single-wall bundles can differ of
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more than one order of magnitude, and have been shown to
be extremely sensitive to the nature of the pressure transmitting media [20]. Other experimental methods have been used
to observe the pressure induced cross-section modifications,
such as neutron diffraction [28] (indicating a progressive
polygonization), X-ray diffraction [29] (with no indication of
collapse transition up to 10 GPa, in arc-discharge carbon
nanotubes) or optical spectroscopy [30].
There are many theoretical papers dealing with the collapse of carbon nanotubes. Unfortunately, theoretical works
using different methods and setups are known to give dissimilar and sometimes even contradictory results. In particular,
calculations performed with classical potentials usually yield
collapse pressures of around half the ones obtained with
ab initio methods [11]. However, even when calculations are
performed with comparable approaches, the output values
for the collapse pressure are very scattered and difficult to reconcile. The reasons for this problem are easy to understand if
we consider that calculations are usually performed using
either classical potentials or density-functional theory. While
the latter is certainly the most precise method, density-functional simulations are numerically very heavy, and therefore
calculations are usually performed for very small unit cells
containing only one (zigzag or armchair) nanotube. Classical
potentials are certainly numerically much more efficient,
and allow for simulations of unit-cells containing several
nanotubes of diverse diameters and chiralities. However, they
suffer from an intrinsic problem of precision: while designing
classical potentials for either sp2 or sp3 carbon is relatively
easy, nanotubes contain a combination of both bonds, a
situation much more complicated to describe classically.
With this work we aim at clarifying the existing controversies by performing accurate simulations of a large number of
single-wall nanotubes with a variety of diameters and chiralities, in several setups. In view of the problem of precision of
classical potentials in this context, we chose to stick to a
quantum–mechanical description. As the use of density-functional theory would limit considerably the size of the systems
that we were able to study, we chose therefore a more efficient alternative, namely the density-functional based tightbinding method (DFTB) [31,32]. This approach can be seen
as an approximation to the Kohn–Sham density-functional
theory, where the usual integrals are fitted to reference calculations. This allows for faster simulations while keeping
much better transferability and accuracy than other semiempirical methods. This method is particularly good for
carbon compounds as demonstrated in previous works
[31,33–35]. Since carbon nanotubes are relatively inert structures where no significant charge transfer is expected [33],
we decided to adopt the non-self-consistent charge scheme
of DFTB. It is true that there is a small charge transfer after
the collapse as a result of the modified curvature [40], but this
is not expected to affect the pressure at which the collapse
takes place.

2.

Method

We performed quasi-static DFTB calculations on 69 singlewall carbon nanotubes bundles using the DFTB+ software
package [36] (with the matsci-0–3 parameters set [37]). Even

if this form of tight-biding has already been extensively
tested, we performed a simple validation test of our setup,
by comparing the lattice constant of the (10, 10) nanotube at
ambient pressure (1:69 nm) with the experimental [38]
(1:70 nm) and DFT values [39] (1:65  1:69 nm, depending on
the exchange and correlation functional and pseudo-potential used). The DFTB value is in very good agreement with
both.
The set of systems under study includes basically all
nanotubes with less than 300 atoms in the unit cell and with
diameters up to 1:9 nm. Our simulations were performed
using hexagonal unit cells containing 1, 2 and 4 nanotubes
with periodic boundary conditions in the three directions.
(For unit cells containing 4 tubes we included only nanotubes
with less than 150 atoms due to the increased computation
requirements.) A minimum tube length of 1:98 nm was assured in all cases, which corresponds to four primitive unit
cells for the armchair nanotubes. The initial distance between
the nanotubes in the bundle was set to 0:335 nm.
For each value of pressure, a random displacement of
0:002 nm, was applied on each atom. After that, geometry
and cell vectors were optimized until all the forces became
smaller than 104 Ha/Bohr. The applied pressure was increased in steps of 0:2 GPa up to 30 GPa or until collapse.
The collapse of the tubes is abrupt in the large majority of
the cases and it was identified by a discontinuity in the Gibbs
Energy, that corresponds to the transformation to a peanutlike geometry. In some rare cases this discontinuity was not
found and the collapse pressure was determined by inspection, i.e., we assigned the collapse to the first peanut-like
geometry found.

3.

Results and discussion

We start by analyzing how the number of tubes in the unit cell
influences the collapse pressures. It is evident that having
only one tube per unit cell is a large constraint, allowing only
symmetric collapses, while having more tubes opens up other
possible collapse channels (see Fig. 1). To estimate how this
influences the collapse pressure, we performed simulations
using 1, 2, and 4 nanotubes per unit cell and maintaining
equal all other parameters of the simulation. Fig. 2 summarizes our results for tubes containing less than 150 atoms.
The two lines represent fits of the data for tubes larger than
0.6 nm diameter with the function
Pcollapse ¼ a=ðb þ DÞ3 ;

ð1Þ

where D is the diameter. Fig. 2 shows that using 2 or 4 tubes
per cell yields similar results, but having only one tube per
cell leads to a much larger dispersion of the collapse pressures. This clearly proves that one tube per cell is not
enough to describe correctly the bundle interactions. A
recent theoretical work [14] concluded that, for a comparable
diameter of about 1:35 nm, the collapse pressure of an armchair single-wall carbon nanotube is several (13.75) times
higher than the one of a zigzag nanotube. Our accurate calculations suggest that that result is likely to be an artifact of
using only one tube in the unit cell. In particular, for (10, 10)
and (17, 0) CNTs, our simulations yield collapse pressures of
3:4 and 3:6 GPa, to compare with the values reported in Ref.
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Fig. 1 – Collapsed bundle of (10, 10) nanotubes in the case of 1 tube per cell (left), 2 tubes per cell (center) and 4 tubes per cell
(right). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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Fig. 2 – Collapse pressure as a function of the nanotube
diameter for 1 (circles), 2 (triangles) and 4 (squares)
nanotubes in the unit cell. The lines are fits to with Eq. 1. (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

[14] of  5:5 and  0:4 GPa, respectively. The choice of using
one tube per unit cell might be one of the reasons for the observed discrepancies in the results published in the
literature.
As we proved that the differences between having 2 and 4
tubes are not significant (see Fig. 3), we will focus the rest of
the discussion on the case of 2 tubes per unit cell for which
we have results for more chiralities. The solid black line in
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Fig. 3 is again a fit using Eq. 1 (yielding a ¼ 24:6 GPa nm3 and
b ¼ 0:4 nm, while the dashed line reproduces the results of
Ref. [7]). If we consider tubes with diameters above 0:6 nm,
we find an overall good agreement with the well known D3
behavior. However, below this value, the collapse pressures
start to decrease with decreasing diameter. This is related to
the increased curvature of the graphene sheet that causes
higher load on the C–C bonds. For small tubes, we even see
for some chiralities the formation of interlinked sp3 structures connecting adjacent nanotubes after collapse. For really
small nanotubes, such as the (5,0) and (7,0), these interlinked
structures are already present at ambient pressure. The existence of these structures has been reported experimentally
[41] and theoretically [42,39,43].
Quantitatively, we obtained collapse pressures that are
roughly the double of the majority of other theoretical works
based on classical potentials [7] (see Fig. 3). For nanotube
diameters in the range of 1:2 to 1:5 nm, which typically
correspond to arc-discharge synthesized carbon nanotube
bundles, our calculated collapse pressures range from 3 to
7 GPa. As already explained, the experimental values
proposed for the collapse pressures are highly spread. Considering the case of arc-discharge bundles and only the case of
studies using either 4:1 methanol:ethanol or argon as pressure transmitting medium, which exhibit good hydrostatic
conditions up to 10 GPa, phase transformations towards
collapsed forms were reported at 10 GPa using Raman
spectroscopy [18,25] or X-ray diffraction [29]. Other works
[41] report the collapse of arc-discharge bundles at pressures
of 5 GPa. Our calculated values in the 3–7 GPa interval
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Fig. 3 – Collapse pressure as a function for zig-zag, armchair
and chiral nanotubes diameter, using 2 CNTs per unit cell.
(A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 4 – Collapse pressure as a function of the chiral angle
calculated with two tubes per unit cell. The nanotube
diameter is indicated by the color scale. (A colour version of
this figure can be viewed online.)
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Fig. 5 – Collapse modes observed. From the top: Mode I, from ovalized to peanut geometry; Mode II, from polygonized to
peanut; Mode III, from polygonized to star. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

compare very well with the experimental values ranging from
5 to 10 GPa for arc-discharge carbon nanotube bundles.
In order to study the effects of chirality on the collapse, we
plotted the collapsed pressure as a function of the chiral angle
in Fig. 4 in the case of two tubes per unit cell. The diameter is
represented by the color scale on the right. For the smallest
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nanotubes chirality has a large influence in the collapse pressure, which can be understood as a consequence of the lower
number of carbon atoms forming the nanotube wall, resulting
in less cylindrical (more polygnized) nanotubes. For larger
nanotubes no correlation between the chirality and the
collapse pressure is noticeable.
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Fig. 6 – Collapse mode as a function of the diameter and the chiral angle of the nanotube. The top panel is for 1 tube per unit
cell, the middle panel for 2 tubes per cell, and the bottom panel for 4 tubes per cell. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)
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Finally, we inspected the different possible collapse channels. We found three possibilities, as shown Fig. 5: mode I
represents the transformation from ovalized to peanut, mode
II the transformation from hexagonal to peanut and mode III
from hexagonal to a star-like geometry. Fig. 6 displays the
collapse mode as function of the chiral angle and the nanotube
diameter for unit cells containing 1, 2 and 4 tubes. The collapse
mode depends slightly on the number of tubes in the unit cell
used, and it depends strongly on the diameter and the chirality. As it was already noted by other authors [39], armchair
nanotubes with chiral vectors ð3n þ 3; 3n þ 3Þ adopt a polygonized structure before collapse, whereas the remaining
nanotubes collapse from an ovalized structure. Interestingly,
zigzag nanotubes with chiral vectors ð3n þ 3; 0Þ seem to
collapse also going through a polygonal geometry. For other
nanotubes, the collapse mode seems to be controlled by the
diameter: small nanotubes ovalize and large one polygonize.
Evidences of polygonalized CNTs where also reported experimentally [44] for nanotubes with diameters around 1:7 nm.
With only one nanotube per unit cell, we observed in some
cases the collapse to an unusual star-like structure. This
structure was predicted to be a possible collapse mode [45],
although with a higher binding energy than the peanut geometry. We also notice that the pressure range of polygonization
is smaller than the one of ovalization.
It was shown in classical simulations [46,13,47] that the
energetically most favourable arrangement of collapsed
nanotubes is the one with parallel nanotubes. This was also
seen in high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) experiments on collapsed double-wall bundles with
large diameters [48]. Indeed, it is plausible that for very large
diameters the most stable collapsed structure consists of
parallel nanotubes, as this geometry maximizes the van der
Waals interaction between the walls. However, for smaller
tubes, it is also clear [49,13] that other factors, such as the
number of tubes in the simulation cell, the filling factor of
the collapsed tubes, the environment, etc., may have a big
influence on the collapsed geometry. In our simulations, the
parallel geometry appeared for several bundles, while there
were other cases where the herringbone geometry was found
instead. We note, however, that the DFTB method does not
describe accurately van der Walls interactions. Even if this
contribution is small, it is of the order of the energy difference
between the herringbone and the parallel arrangements ( 10
meV per atom) and can therefore change the energetic ordering of the structures.

4.

Conclusions

We studied the collapse of carbon nanotubes bundles under
hydrostatic pressure for a wide range of diameters and
chiralities using the density-functional based tight-binding
method. Concerning the calculated collapse pressures, we
show that the discrepancies found in the literature can be
explained by the different number of carbon nanotubes in
the unit cell and by the theoretical framework employed.
Furthermore, using a quantum–mechanical approach, we
obtained collapse pressures that are about twice as large as
the ones obtained with classical potentials. The chirality of
the nanotube does not show a strong influence on the
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collapse pressure for nanotubes bundles with diameters
above 1 nm but it can be significant for smaller diameters.
Finally, we obtain that the carbon nanotubes with diameters
of around 0:6 nm are the ones with the highest collapse
pressures.
Regarding the collapse modes, armchair and zigzag nanotubes polygonize before collapsing to a peanut geometry if
their chirality equals ð3n þ 3; 3n þ 3Þ or ð3n þ 3; 0Þ, whereas in
the other cases the nanotubes adopt oval cross sections
before collapsing. For chiral nanotubes, the collapse mode
seems to be independent of the chiral angle, being the
diameter the underlying factor.
We can conclude from our results that there are two key
ingredients that are mandatory to perform quantitative simulations of the collapse process of carbon nanotubes under
pressure: (i) a quantum mechanical description and (ii) large
unit cells containing several tubes. In our opinion all previous
literature on the subject should be critically reviewed based
on this consideration.
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